Paced with a nonstandard, complicated practical problem in statistical inference, the applied statistician sometimes must use asymptotic approximations in order to compute standard errors and confidence intervals and to test hypotheses. This usually requires that he derive formulas for one or more asymptotic sampling variances (and covariances) for one or more statistics. He must then compute the numerical value of an estimate of some function of these variances and covariances. If a statistic is a nonlinear function of more than two or three sample statistics, the mathematical derivation of the necessary variance (and covariance) formulas may be burdensome, or even prohibitive. The \purpose of the present paper is to call attention to computer prograe,LASAHT that computes estimated asymptotic sampling variances and covariances numerically and carries out hypothesis tests without need for the statistician to derive formulas for them.
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Introduction
Faced with a nonstandard, complicated practical problem in statistical inference, the applied Statistician sometimes must use asymptotic approxima- 
A consistent estimator is usually-obtained by substituting t
I
(1) is a rttional function, censistency rollowr from a proposition due t) C!ramer, 17!,,, I. :,5).
result is deduced from differept b: is an estimate of C E 11Cov(Ia,gb)11 ob--tained from (2) and (3). The rejection region for 110 consists of all large values of Q... In most common problems, the asymptotic distribution of Q is chi square with k degrees of freedom. Stroud (1971a) proved that the asymptotic hypothesis testing procedure just described is valid under the conditions that 2.
The vector t is asymptotically normal with mean T and nonsingular 11Cov(tu,tv)11 5.
ilckv(t u ,t v is nonsingular with probability one and converges in Probability to 11Cov(tu,tv)11 .
These conditions are fulfilled ham' a broad class of pralems, some of which are illustrated in Tables 1 and   If the /a -are the maximum likelihood estimates of the ga ( a = ), obtained without the restriction g = 0 , then the test described is asymptotically mocA stringent and is also locally asynntotically most powerful (I ,ran, 1970; Wald, 1945) . A regularity condition worth noting is (as already implied by condition 1 above) that 0 must not be on the boundary of the range of g . If f(X1w) is not multivariate normal, it is only 'necessary to redefine the to as functions of the observations X and to replace (4) by correct formulas for liciv(tu,tv)1J . With these changes, LASAIIT can proceed just as described.
Without user action, the program accommodates two samples, each composed of any number of observations on a maximum of 10 random variables.
More samples (up to 20) with fewer random variables can be accommodated if the user sets all population covariances between variables from different samples equal to zero (see below). In addition, the maximum of 10 random variables per sample can be increased, if desired.
Restrictions on the Parameters
In the normal multivariate case, there is a total of n(n + 5)/2 sample means, variances, and covariances. Unless instructed otherwise, LASAHT automatically uses these n(n i 3)/2 sample statistics as estimators for the correspdnding parameters in w . . Table 1 Iilu -atiVe Problems, El2(E-51EL
El (Et none none none none none (Stroud, 1971b) none (Stroud, 197 .) J6-
)4 1) )4 24 (Lord, in press ).
The time required on a 360/05 for all 1000 was about 80 seconds.
Example It
The last example in Table 2 was carried through for sets of data (Stroud, 19711) The hypothesis tested .ma-, be described as a multivariate analysis of covariance hypothesis with three criterion variables and'/ five covariables, modified to take account of random errors of measurement in the covariables. Problems of this complexity are very difficult to carry through without the aid of a program such as LASAHT.
